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The flow field associated with the oblique impingement of an d - 
symmetric jet is of interest a s  a result of its presence in numerous tech- 
nological problems. Prominent among these is the externally blown flap 
(e . b. f. ) configuration for STOL aircraft. The e. b. f. configuration and 
the oblique jet impingement flow, a s  its laboratory counterpart, are  
shown rchematically in Figures 1 and 2. 
1 
I 
$ A comprehensive investigation of the shallow angle ( 0  S a 5 15") I 
I oblique impingement flow i s  summarized by Foss and Kleis [1976]. The I i passive and active spreading characteristics of this flow, the role of the1 
I initially azimuthal vorticity field and an analysis of the stagnation point 
! I 
on are presented in this Synoptic; the substantial data base from 1 
ch these results are inferred is available in the reference rnanuscripi 
nd reports to the NASA which were summarized in this publication. i i 
i 
The large angle oblique jet impingement flow field i s  rather more; 
i 
omplex than its shallow angle counterpart. The dominant streamwise 1 
motion of the lnttsr is replaced by a fully 360. flow field +beit the &re$- 
wise character of the initial jet is manifest in the velocity field of the 
spreading jet. Prior experimental studies provide some insight into the 
t 
! 
1 
structure of the large angle flow field. Donaldson and Snedecker El9711 ) 
1 investigated a wide range of Mach numbers, jet -plate spacings, angles, 1 
1 and impact plate dimensions via surface pressure and centerplane veloci 
easurements. Westley et. al. 119 721 provide surface r. m. s. pressure 
easurements. Fink [19 731 has examined the acoustic characteristics o 
tY 
4 
e large -angle impinging jet flows and ha s advanced some interpretation f f the probable turbulence structure associated with them. Other investi 1 
ations which focused exclusively on the acoustic characteristics of this 
ow include Olsen, et. a1. [1972], Putnam and Lasagna [1972], Hass [19 42) 
d Yu et. al. [1974]. t I
Given the information base of these studies, and recognizing the 
otivation of the e. b. f. configuration, a detailed study of the a = 4 5*,  I 
i 
J/d = 7 oblique jet impingement flow was deemed to be appropriate. Th$ 
eynolds number, uo d/v, was 4.8 x lo4, this value i s  considered to be 
ufficiently large that qualitatively similar results are  expected for largeb 
Reynolds numbers which may be found in flows of technological izlrtereot. I 
EXPERlMENTAL FACILITY I 
The requirement to execute spatial (e. g. vertical or radial) tra - 
verses, with a probe alignment wMch could be used to infer the flow di- 
rection in planes parallel to that of the impact plate, was achieved with 
the flow and traverse rystemr shown in Figures 3 and 4. Presrurieed 
a i r .  from a large plenum chamber was supplied through a flexible cond 
and into the tube shown in Figure 3. The s upport structure allowed the 
f tube to be rotated around the jet axis -impact plate intersection point. 1 The traverse of the probe was executed along a line perpendicular to the / lathe bed and at continuously variable locations above the impact plate. 
1 The probe could be pivoted about its mealrurement point to align the pro ! 
were executed under the software control of a minicomputer. Standard 
r 
and pressure transducer (Decker Corp.308-3) were used. 
! 
with the local mean velocity. The probe positioning and data acquisition f 
j hot -wire equipment (Disa gold -plated probe, T;S. I. 1054A anemometer) 
I 
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE S 
3 I 
I A Texas Instruments 960 A minicomputer is the central compone4t 
in the data acquisition system (see Figure 4). This unit i s  used to positi n 
' the probe at the r ,  z values prescribed for the traverse (e. g., 13 data 
: points at  z = 0.05 d, 0 S r 1 4 in.) by means of analog voltage signals us d 
s 
f to drive the stepping motors, to record the data for a prescribed time 
period (e. g., 60 second averaging time) and to orient the probe into the 
: mean flow direction of the r ,8 plane by a scheme which relies upon the 
1 I 
i 
i 
I 
. symmetric and approximately cosine response of a yawed hot -wire prob 
i i The probe is positioned at a45, t 30, *15, an& 0 degrees with respect t 
: the presumed flow direction (the direction found in the previous reading 
 
of the traverse), and the time -mean flow direction (Po) is  calculated by t e 
; following technique. The mean hot -wire response at each of the seven 
i 
I positions Ei (pi),  i s  divided by the maximum voltage,%,, recorded 1 I 
I during the seven readings, and the apparent angle of the probe with respect i 
to the head -on condition ( pi-poi) is calculated from the relationship 
I 
L.- -- ,  . ---  --. --.- - -----..-- -- - - -- - - i 
I The time -mean flow angle, Foe i r  then calculated from the relationship 
- l E  
Po = 7.B1 1 - poi* 
The voltage values from the hot-wire probe are  digitized and initially 
processed in the minicomputer such that subsequent proceesing will re 81 
in the mean velocity and turpulence quantities expres sad in laboratory 
- - *+z z - 
coordinates. viz., uz. ue, u , u u u Specifically, let eo, e , ,  and e 
r r e* r 8' - 
be voltage values from the hot-wire probe as it is oriented at Po and at ( 
*45 degrees respectively. The deiired functions of the velocity are obt; 
from these voltage values following their digitally computed averages. 
Let [f(e3]. represent one sample, j, of a function, f, of the voltage, e 
aJ. 2 2 k ; viz., f(ek). eo, el. eZ, eO. el ,  e:. The average value of f(ei) is  
computed as  
i 5 I A typical N value i s  6 x 10 which represents a 30 second sample at a 
i 4 -2 1/2 1 sampling rate of 20 Khz. The magnitude of the velocity, [ur + ug ] , i 
obtained from b(eo) > and cP, 5 follow from the known Po value. Tb. 
I 2 
: intensity of the streamwise fluctuations i s  determined from {< f(eo)z 
j -[< f(e0)>l2 } I". The intensity of the lateral fluctuations and the corre 
lation between the fwo fluctuating components follows from the assumed 
f - -. 
i 
i corinc law response and the numerical quantities 0.25{ <f(ei) > - <f(ei): 2 2 2 2 
and <f(e2)> - <f(eo)> - 0.125 {sf(e2)> - <f(e3)>) . See, for example, 
I Hinze [l: 59, 197 51 for the derivation. The <f(ez)z value. are  rocorded 
I 
for rpecified traverrer; the average valuer a re  then transferred to the I: 
: 1800 comr lter where &e voltage8 ere  converted to velodtiea via the i 
reaponae equationr of th. wire#. and the fourth order polynomial uasd to / fit the calibration, e = e(u), of the ttlinearieed81 hot-wire probes. Two 
' mean velocity and three Reynolds etrcrr terms are  known at the given i- - 
3 
---~ - 
point in terms of probe coordinates (6, t, s) . The data can then be trana - 
formed to ( r , B  s) coordinaterr. The approximate nature of the "cosine - 
4 laww angular response equation limits the accuracy of the ue uul u u 
valuerr. See, for example, Friehe and Schwarz [1968]for a 
repseaantation of 4&e yrar sect. 
I 
I j RESULTS 
! The data repreeenting the time mean surface pressure field mesaurements have been collectively presented in the form of surface 
i  i s o m ;  these are A- on ~ l m r e  5. ~n expw~ed  scale to better dam i 
sate the maximum pressure region is wed in Figure 6. 
~ h .  velocity field *borxmation . n a  co~ected in t i roe mepsrate 
d a t a  a c q u i s i t i o n  r u n s .  T r a v e r s e s  i n  t h e  8 = 0 ,  B p l a n e  
were made in the jet prior to its impact on the plate and also down- 
stream of the geometric impact point. These data a re  shown in Figure 
These results indicated that a local maxima in the velocity occurred nea 
z/d = 0.053 (z = 0.04 in. ). Hence, this elevation was selected as the 
location of the plane for the radial traverses to define the velocity field I 
near the plate. A composite view of this velocity field i s  presented in I 1 
Figure 8. The vertical velocity traverses to complete the exploratory 
documentation were taken at r/d = 1 and r/d = 3 and at the angles 8. = a/  
and a/2. These results are presented in Figure 9. In addition to the 1 graphical presentation, a listing of the data is  provided in Appendix A. i 
As discussed below, there i s  reason to suspect the detailed values from j 
i 
the a/3 and a/6 radial traverses. Hence, these have been excluded from/ 
t the listing even though they are  considered to be sufficiently accurate to ; 
8 
; be included in the composite plot of Figure 8. i 1 .  
In order to complete the graphical documentation of the radial 
I velocity traverses, it was decided to adopt a presentation format which 
I 
I ; would allow the relative importance of the various turbulence kinetic 
, energy production terms to be assessed. These data are  shown in 
i 
! Figuree 10 to 13. Since the radial traverses were taken in even incre - i 
1 
; ments ( ~ r / d  = 2/3) it i s  possible to construct both radial and azimuthal I 
t 
plots of the radial and azimuthal mean velocities, fluctuating velocity i I 
' intensities and fluctuating velocity correlations (kinematic Reynolds stress). 
i 
' i the vertical ordinates were essentially maintained at constant values for I 
all plots. The abrcissa scale for the radial traverse presentations was I 
! I I kept constant for all plots. The abscissa length is contracted approxi- 
mately 50 percent for the azimuthal plot., hence, the gradients appear to: 
i 1 be too large-by this factor. An additional radial traverue which makes 
'cloaer to the pUe i s  presented in Figure 14, 
I 
1 ---- 
t The uimuthal plot. of the radial tmveree data revealed rppa-1 / Lncondatancies from the 8= r /3  and r /6 rune. C-equenLly, the.. d.4 
I 
t 4lFaW- 
1 
-4bP==-Arl 
- 
i DISCUSSION OF RESULTS I 
i 
There are  two principal characteristics of the large angle im- I pingement flow which have been deduced from the data base represented 
! 1 by the results discussed above. The first characteristic i s  that the flow 
; field near the plate demonstrates two distinct "symmetrytt* patterns, on 
: is  "centeredtt near the location of the maximum surface pressure and thd 
? 
i second i s  a symmetry pattern about the geometric intersection of the jet I i 
I axis with the plate and i s  realized when the flow reaches a sufficiently [ 
i large radial distance. The second characteristic i s  that the turbulence ! 
i kinetic eaergy in the region above the plate i s  not significantly greater I I 
: than that which can be accounted for by the convection of turbulence enerly 
j by the mean motion. The data which allow the inference of these two 
, i 
characteristics and an evaluation of the pressure field in the neighborhoq 
I of the stagnation point are presented in the following subsections. 
7 
i Symmetry Characteristics of the Flow near the Surface 
1 An overall picture of the flow pattern near the ~urfaca of the 1 
: plate is provided by combining the data from all of the radial traverses 1 
in such a manner that the magnitude and direction of the velocity in the j 
i 
+ e/d = 0.053 p h e  i s  revealed. Thir plot i r  prerentd in Figure 8. 1 
s 4 *The word tteymmetrytt is not meant to imply asimuthal indepelldence I 
i of the velocity fields; e. g. , at a given r, ;r(o)>;r(u). The ttsymmetry I 
' p 6 i i i F i i  r=th t r  l%RFd ~ i i 5 i i ~ T m i ~ c C  gbtilfc 6 16~ation; -I 
I i ~ b .  eymmetry wpoiatf8 for the ~ i w r h o o d  of tb. xxmxim- 
f 
sure io rlrproxhstely 43 = r ,  r/b = 0.87 (me  Mgure'f) aad a ttlocrl rym- 
i metrya1 of the V(r, @) f ield about thir location ir euggerted by the data of 
N 
Eh. cornpoeite plot. Considerably more data in this region rad a more ! 
sophisticated mearurement technique, which i r  capable of regreet ing / the r ,  8, and z velocity components, would be required to improve the 
- .--3- 1 qui3ntiWvo rire.smint uf this flow pattern. -- I 
1 
I .  i C -  For sufffciently large r value. (rid. 3 which repre-ts .n r/z 1 
i i y a h  dapprorinubky 55) tb. flm ow tk u d c e  evolve8 
3 / such that the geometric inbrrection of the jet rdr  a d  the plate ia the 
! uymmetry npointgl. The radial traverse data for 7 /u (ree Figure 11) i 
.O - I demonstrates thir effect quantitatively and the vanishmg urve values (se  
I j Figure 12) from the same traverses similarly confirm this 
' The azimuthal variation of Gr/uo (see Figure 12) shows that the flow is 1 
[not adsymmetric about the symmetry point (this i s  an expected result ! 
since the jet inclination is n/4, not n/2 radians with respect to the plate) 
but these distributions also show that the variation with respect to 0 be- / 
i comes rather slight as r increases. It i s  important to recall that these 1 
results a r e  for  the region quite close to the plate. The flow at  a sufficieAt 
I 
elevation above the plate will retain its predominant 0 0 orientation. ; 
The sur'face velocity pattern is corroborated by the visualization studios ; 
i 
of Westley, et. al. f 19 721. 
The governing mechanics which result in these symmetrv patternq 
6 i 
a re  not fully revealed by these data. Without direct measurements of 
- ar, 0) and urwZ and considerably more comprehensive data. such an 
assesemcnt would not be feasible. However, the local symmetry about 
' the maximum preeeure strongly suggests that the pressure gradient is 
! 
' the dominant t e rm in the equation of motion for this region of the flow. j 
! The effects which lead to symmetry about the yeometric origin 1 
' a r e  much more obecure. The surface static p ressu  'ield ie  clearly ! 
not symmetric about the origin and this would suggest that the local effecds 
- 
-2 , leading to such symmetry a r e  the Reynolds stresses, i. e. , u v and vg. 
r 0 
It seems clear that the global symmetry of the entire jet i s  involved in the 
I 
processes which lead to this result, However it i s  not a simple matter 
.to connect the global effects to the Reynolds stresses which must be 
responsible for the local accelerations required to give the observed 
ORIGINAL: PAGE IS 
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!oymmetry. One mechanistic f e a t u r e  which has the p o t a d  fe 1 ouch an effect i s  the predominant asirnuthal oorticity of the approaching j jet. 
t 1 The Turbulence Field near the Plate Surface 
I 
The presence of the plate with the conrequent no rlip condition 
i a d   the rtrong velocity gradients might lead to the apriori expectation 1 
ithat the turbulence energy level near the plate i s  greater than that to be 
!expected if the plate were abnent. This expecthtion i n  not rupported by 
ithadata*. . - I- - . . . I  --- ------. 7 *- 
i 
i 
1 
Figure 15 ham been prepared ar a eomporite plot of thu turbulenc / intensity information from the radial traverees. In order to compare 
the turbulence levels near the plate with the turbulence level of the jet 
itlrelf, the data for the condition z/d = 0.053 and 8 = 90 degrees has bee 
plotted on the same figure with the radial traverse data of x/d = 6 and 8, : i. 
from Kleis and Foes [1974], see Figure 16. This comparison appears t 
be the moat reasonable basis from which to evaluate the relative turbule ce .I 
level created by the impingement procems given the available experi- 1 
. mental data. However, it is  not unambiguous. A preferrable comparis n 9 I would be on the basis of a volume integral of the turbulence energy in a / 
! given streamwise domain. Such an integral could be readily formulated 1 
for the axisymmetric case bct would require an extensive series of j 
traverses in the three -dimensional impingement flow. The vertical 
i traverse data of Agure 9 show that the turbulence intensity magnitudes i 
in the plane z/d = 0.053 are  representative of the maximum values for 
' 
t h e ~ e  quurtitier in the impingement flow r lbdt  there i s  a slight increwe / 
in the steep gradient (9 F-/a z) region for z < 0.053d. 
The rupprer rion of the turbulence intensity and the Repoldo 
stresues by concave curvature i s  diecuered, along with numerous other i 
effect& at length by Bradshaw [1973]. The present observations regarding 
' the maximum turbulence intensity values are compatible with these 1 
considerations. The r. m. e. surface pressure data of Westley, et. al. 
[1972] indi~ate two maxima located up and downstream of the origin. 
1 Apparently, these are related to the stagnation point and to the local . 
macima in the turbulence intensity magnitudes observed in the present I 
1 data. f 
I 
-2 i 
t p ( r / d = l ,  8 = n )  = P uo (0.2) + Patm @stag (4) ] 
and from Figure 7. the velocity magnitude in this neighborhood of the 1 
approaching jet i s  of the order of 0.3 uo. The stagnation pressure for  
such a condition i s  given by ? i 
I 
I A technique of identifying the stagnation streemline by comparing 
I the measured velocity near the platda surface with the surface utatic prersure t rp r  war ruccerafully employed by Form and Kleim (19761 to 
\ 
Comparing the two equations, i t  i s  apparant that the static presrure at 
, 
2 
the mearuring point mart be of the order of 0.16 p uo. 
f 
i Jemon8trate that L e  atapation point is considerably uprtream of the 
I mudmum prermure location and near the sera  ~ u r f r c e  irobar for the 
1 shallow angle impingement flow field. A necessary character i~t ic  of thi I 
I technique is  that the static pressure at the location of the velocity i measurement be equal to the atmospheric value. In the earlier rtudy, 
i ; an over -pressure at the velocity measuring location would have resulted 
I 
in a farther uprtream movement of the infer red stagnation point. 
The same technique cannot be applied to the measurement of the 
Gonclurions I 
B 
! 
t 
The following conclueions a re  supported by the results of t h i ~  a 
rtudy. 
1) The plane defined by z/d = 0.05 i r  in the neighborhood of the 1 
: Rlaximum velocity over moat of the plate. Hence, thia i s  alro a pl me 1 
' stagnation point in the large anyle case. This result is based upon the 
following observations: (i) the local symmetry of the velocity field (see i 
' Figure 8) requires that the atagnation point be in the neighborhood of 
x/d = -1 and (ii) the static pressure at the location of the velocity measuie- 
ment must be greater than zero. The latter observation is  based upon * 
a comparieon of the measured surface static pressures and the inferre 4 
dynamic pressure at  the stagnation point. Specifically, from Figure 6, , 
eeparating regions of opposite sense mean vorticity. (Note that a ;a/ 
b ~ > > a  G /  as).  
t 
2) The flow in the o/do0.05 plrne (.ad prerumrbly for rmriier  
s/d vcfwr) cur be chrrctorised in termr of two rymmatry patterno. 
Specifically, a local lrymmetry about the infer red stagnation point (x/d I 
-0.8) for the near region and rymrnetry about the interlrection of the jet 
axis and the plate (r/d = 0) for larger radium valuer. The latter effects 
a re  predominant for r/d & 3. i i 
9) The maximum levels of the turbulent fluctuations in the regionl 
near the plate are  not larger than the turbulence level8 of the approach ; 
i jet. Insufficient data is available to ertablirh whether o r  not the jet / 
i plate interaction rerults in an increase in the total turbulence kinetic . 
energy. 
I 4) Quantitative ertimater of tho terms in the equations of motion , 
i indicate that rignificant pressure magnitude8 may be expected within the 
i jet in the neighborhood of the stagnation point. I 
i , 
I 
I 
i 
1 ! 
L 
L 
I 
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Appendix: Tabular Listing of the Experimental Data 
Note: fl is in degrees; columns 4 - 9 are expressed as percentages 
0.00 
-0.00 
Oe01 
oeoo 
-0.00 
ORIGINAC PAGE IS 
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R I O i  AL TRAVERSE JET AT I5 DEGREES 
Note: f3 is in degrees; columns 4 - 9 are expressed as percentages 
Note: 8 is in degrees; columns 4 - 9 are expressed as percentages 
MI~NAL PAGE 1s 
#, pooR Q U ~  
Note: f3 i s  in degrees; columns 4 - 9 are expressed a8 percentages 
VERTICAL TRAVERS6 J t T  AT 0 WGREES 
Note: p is in degrees; colurnne 4 - 9 are expressed ae  percentages 
R A O I A L  TRAWRSE JET AT 135 OEGRQBS 
Note: 8 is in degrees; columns 4 - 9 are expressed as percentages 
RADIAL TCtAVE8Se JET AT $80 M6R€€S 
Note- is in degrees; columns 4 - 9 are expressed ar percentages 
Note: $ is in degrees; columns 4 - 
21.9 -0.2 0.40 -0.09 
2 4 0 90.2  0.54 -0.10 
27.5 0.4 0.76 -0.10 
31 00  0.8 0.96 -0.03 
3 5 6 2.0 1.14 0.09 
41.1 3.0 l o25  0 030 
47.6 4.4 1-24 0 044 
53.7 6 .4  1020 0 -46 
59.2 8 .9  1022 0 044 
62.5 12.6 1.34 0 m49 
58.8 18.4 1.49 0.78 
39.9 25.1 1.55 1 e l 3  
- 
9 are expressed as percentages 
Note: $ i s  in degrees; columns 4 - 9 are expressed a s  percentages 
V t R T t C A t  MAVERSE JET AT 90 DWREES 
.II 
r/d t/d P muo "duo / ur/u0 ve/u0 - 2 2  4 2  
Note: i s  in degrees; colum.,s 4 - 9 are expresred as percentages 
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Figure 1. The externally blown flap configuration for 
STOL aircraft. 
a. Side View 
I /r 
h. Top View 
Figure 2. Nomenclature for the oblique jet impingement flow. 
2 6 
ff  inlet flow 
Rotating Support, 8 
variable 0 9 SIT 
(s/12 increments) 
3 inch diameter 
27  
Figure 3. Large angle jet impingement 
flow facility. 
r ,  9, z coordinate system 
aligned w. r. t. the jet, 
x ,  y, z aligned w. r, t. the 
lathe bed. 
Figure 4. Schematic of data acquisition facility. 
SOTE: 
d : 0 . 7 5  inch 
Figure 5, Suriace pressure isobar contours. a -- 45  degrees,  
~ / d  = 7 ,  jet Reynolds number = 4. 8 x l o 4 .  
(P - patm) 
Contours represent level curves of 100 2 p u  o Asina 
2 2 p u d ~ / ~  u A .  A = 0. 809 taken from [ 5 ] .  
jet P ~ e t '  
NOTE: 8 cm = 1 inch 
d = 0 . 7 5  inch 
S - approximate symmetry 
point for the surface 
Figure 6.  Expanded scale to show detail of the maximum 
pressure region. 
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I Figure 8. Composite view of the time mean velocity field in the plane z/d = 0.053. 
1 Length scale of plot: data points acquired for 
each 2d/3 along the radial lines shown. 
- 
I - u/u, 
I 1  - ulu, 
111- y/uo 
I V  - vluo 
-HAL PAGE I @-wm 
Figure 9. Vertical traverses of the velocity field 
Note: The z/d axis of Figure 9d is common to (a-f). 
33 
s 
10 8 6 4 2 0 
r/d 
.a. ) e 0 degrees 
r/d 
c. ) 0 = 30 degree* 
I I 1 I I 1 
10 8 6 4 2 0 
r/d b. ) 0 = 15 degree. 
1 
10 8 6 4 2 0 
r/d . 
d. ) 0 c 45 degrees 
Figure 10. Radial t raverses  of the radial velocity and the norm 1 Reynolds 
s t ress .  (Presentation ia to  allow the magnitude of $ 8Er/8r. ) 
rid 
I . )  e= 135 degrees r /d h. ) e= 180 degrees 
Figure 1 1 .  Radial traverses of the azimuthal velocity and the Reynolds 
shear stress. (Presentation ir to allow the magnitude of 
We/Br to be inferred. ) 
ORIGINAL PAGE I8 
of m R  WAUn 
NOTE: The coordinate r) (r) = [ re/d] I [d/d]  
refaronce ) is arbitrarily dafincd 
such tbat re/draferenco = 4w 
Figure 12. Azimuthal distributions of the radial velocity and Reynolds 
shear  s t ress .  (Presentation is to  allow the magnitude of 
-
"rVe 8 5  /8 YO to be inferred) r 
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NOTE: Th* CoordiMte r) (r) = [ re/dj /I rO/dl refereace) io arbitmrlly defined 
ouch that re/d,efcr.n=c c 4w 
- N 
Figure 14. u/uo and u /u vs r/d for the 0 = 0 plane, z/d 0 .  (14 0 
(h/d = 7.  jet Reynolds number = u o d / ~  = 4.8 x lo4). 
Figure 1 5  Contours of con- I 
-2 -2 1/2 
stant intensity (u + v ) 
r 8 / "0 
in the plane z/d = 0. 053, 
4 conditions: ~ / d  = 7. Re = 4. 8x1 0 , 
a = 45 degrees. 
x oblique jet data 
a = 45, = 90, z/d = 0.053 
o o roundjetdata ,x /d=8 . 
roundjetdata, x / d = 6  
- 
1 - 
- 
0 I I I 
0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4 .0  
Figure 16. Comparison of turbulence intensity magnitudes from a free and 
the impinging jet flows. Note M = (6 + +)/u for the axisyrrunetric 
0 
jet and (6 + ig)/u for the oblique impingement flow. 
r o 
